This Poster summarizes two Colorado workplace public health laws, SB 20-205 (paid leave) & HB 20-1415 (whistleblowing & personal protective equipment). It does not cover other health or safety laws, rules, and orders, including under the federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), from the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE), or from local public health agencies. Contact those agencies for such health and safety information.

This poster must be displayed where easily accessible to workers, shared with remote workers, provided in other languages as needed, and replaced with any annually updated versions.

This Poster is a summary and cannot be relied on as complete labor law information. For all rules, fact sheets, translations, questions, or complaints, or for the status of the public health emergency (*a qualifying emergency remains in effect as of January 2022), contact:

DIVISION OF LABOR STANDARDS & STATISTICS, ColoradoLaborLaw.gov, edle_labor_standards@state.co.us, 303-318-8441 / 888-390-7936.